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1767 Excerpt: ...be its own reward, and he
would own that if he went to the proper
market, happiness was to be purchased at a
very reasonable price: In short, if mankind
would consider that virtue and vice create
their own heaven and hell even on this side
the grave, the principal part of us would
endeavour to act in such a manner as would
enable them to look with confidence
beyond it, and experience in this world
some tollerable idea of that selicity which
is prepared to await the righteous in the
next j Numb. XCII. Saturday October 30.
IHAVE often remarked that one half of the
pleasures so eagerly prosecuted by the
generality of mankind, if changed in their
appellations, and ranked under the
denomination; of labour, would be shunned
with as much assiduity as they arc now
followed, and rendered every whit as
disgustsul to the fancy as they are now
flattering and agreeable. Through some
unaccountable infatuation we are ravished
in the literary sense of the expression, with
the whistling of a name, and infinitely
fatigue ourselves more in the barepursuit of
our several amusements, than in the closest
attention to the duties of our respective
vocations, though these evocations are the
only means which we have of raising a
necessary provision for our families. The
truth of this position was never more
evidently ascertained than in the character
of poor Bob Beetle. Bob is engaged in a
very extensive way of business; and is, at
once, the most laay and the most
industrious sellow alive: he is fatigued to
death if he writes a few lines to a
correspondent, but he will ride after a pack
of dogs for a dozen hours together, and call
it glorious sport, when he has ventured his
neck over a score or two of gates, and
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come home as dirty as a ducked
pick-pocket, from a forty miles chace i...
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